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HEVÒ srl is a new company but with roots in the past of 
manufacturing tradition and the vision well directed into the 
future. 

GICA was born with the intention to continue its past full of 
history, its 50 years family business skills in high quality coats 
manufacturing, and at the same time to employ new energies and 
efforts to compete on the global market.

They started after the Second world war with their father in a 
small tailor shop and proceed with the booming Italian economies 
becoming one of the first big companies producing outerwear and 
one of the first exporting companies in the South of Italy.

They now took this great history and turned in the international 
young company of nowadays striking to provide the best of the 
outerwear in the clothing panorama.
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The success formula behind is surely the high level of service to
the customer offered by the organization.

Organization of people that put their passion and skills to
satisfy client needs.

They offer 3 different services:

- their own brand collection
- private label production;
- adhoc productions on direct specifications of the clients.





The core values are to offer the best products within the best 
selection of materials with a contemporary twist and a
reasonable price level.

The company can be proud also to produce for the most famous 
italian brands, to offer an high level service for private labels for 
the best department stores in the world and to distribute their 
brands in the best boutiques both in Italy and abroad from Korea 
to the United States of America.ca.

HISTORY

MARIO GIANFRATE / FOUNDER
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MAURO GIANFRATE / CEO



Hevò, the menswear brand of the company is re-known for 
the choice of fabrics, the avantguarde treatments and great 
contemporary fits. It goes from garment dyed piece to wool, 
cahsmere and mohair blends.

The Value proposition Bespoke quality with a contemporary twist 
The company target is the customer that is conscious and cares 
about the quality of the manufacturing and the materials. 

A customer that loves the quality but is also looking for something 
up to date. 





Hevò stands for Evolution and Evocation because they want to 
evocate their manufacturing traditions and skills and evolve them 
in new fittings and new combination of styles and fabrics.

Moreover HEVÒ srl offers a private label service for brands that 
are looking for a specialized partner to produce their assortment 
of coats and overcoats in their total look collections.

They are able to give the best quality and service even following 
the precise and detailed specification of style and fitting of the 
brands.
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THERE ARE PLACES I LIKE TO CALL HOME



KNOW-HOW
MATERIALS AND TECNOLOGIES
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MODERN TAILORING 
MADE IN PUGLIA





SAMPLES



SHOWROOM
High level of specialization and tradition makes Hevo srl the right 
partner to outsource the production of outerwear goods.

Few companies in Italy are still able to provide this kind of service 
with this level of experience, skills and taste so linked to the 
manufacturing Italian traditions.
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ADV CAMPAIGNS
Art direction
BARBA&CAPELLI
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FALL/WINTER 
2018





FALL/WINTER 
2019







SPRING/SUMMER 
2020







SPOTTED ON
THE HEVOLUTION
OF OUTWEAR
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OFFICIAL



THE EVOLUTION OF AN AVANT-GARDE STYLE
WHO BELIEVES IN ECO-SUSTAINABILITY 
AND INNOVATION



Colors for every season Cold tones colors recalling 
the high-tech world

Colors that follow Hevò spirit guide creating 
an elegance that looks to sustainability

Evocative colors linked to the origins 
and traditions of our territory

Suitable for any 
type of travel

Fabrics wearable both in the winter
and in the summer

Removable inner
part for dual use

Comfort and 
versatility

Avantgarde 
fabrics

High quality technical fabrics, 
light yet warm and with innovative features

Water Repellent  

Windproof
 





HEVÒ srl

Str. prov. per Mottola Km 2,200
74015 Martina Franca (TA) 
P.Iva 02716240730

tel. +39 0804308411
info@hevo.it


